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Contributors
Jamie Atchison, MSW, former student, is now a Children’s Social 
Worker, Los Angeles County Dept. of Children and Family Services
Roni Berger was born and raised in Israel. She holds a BSW, MSW 
and PhD from The Hebrew University of Jerusalem and a Diploma in 
Psychotherapy from Tel Aviv Medical School. She serves as a Professor at 
Adelphi University and a consultant to various organizations nationally 
and internationally. She has published and presented extensively about 
group work, trauma and posttraumatic growth, immigration and 
stepfamilies. Prior to her immigration to the United States, she worked in 
direct practice and academia as well as supervisory and administrative 
positions in Israel in social and medical organizations.
Eliette del Carmen Montiel, MSW, former student is now a Psychiatric 
Social Worker, Los Angeles County Dept. of Mental Health 
Kate Evans is a writer and counsellor at Scarborough Psychotherapy 
Training Institute. She facilitates creative writing groups for people 
with anxiety and depression, for health professionals and for university 
students. www.writingourselveswell.co.uk 
Paul Flory, MSW, former student is now a Personal Service Coordinator, 
Mental Health America - The Village
Cheryl D. Lee, Ph.D., MSW, is an Associate Professor at California 
State University, Long Beach (CSULB) Department of Social Work. 
Eliette del Carmen Montiel, MSW, is a research assistant at CSULB. 
Jamie Atchison, MSW, is a Children’s Social Worker at the Department 
of Children and Family Services. Paul Flory, MSW is a Personal Service 
Coordinator at Mental Health America - The Village. Jessica Stephanie 
Liza, MSW, is a Foster Care Social Worker at Zenith Foster Care Agency. 
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John M. Valenzuela, is a MSW student at CSULB. The authors are 
members of the Group Work Club. Correspondence can be addressed 
to Dr. Cheryl Lee at clee6@csulb.edu.  
Jessica Stephanie Liza, MSW, former student, is now a Foster Care 
Social Worker, Zenith Foster Care Agency
Angela Olsen recently took up the post of Programme Leader of the 
BSc in Nursing and Social Work Studies (Learning Disability) at the 
University of Salford.  Prior to this she worked in residential services 
with children and adults who had learning disabilities.  She became 
a Social Worker in the 1980s, specialising in developing support 
mechanisms for people with complex needs.  Her interests are in 
supporting disadvantaged people to develop positive community 
profi les.  Her current research interests are in challenging social 
attitudes towards learning disabled parents and learning disabled 
people in the criminal justice system. 
John M. Valenzuela, BSW,  is an MSW Candidate, California State 
University, Long Beach
